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ModesModes
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OTF HistoryOTF History

!! Jansky Jansky (1932)(1932)

!! Drift ScanningDrift Scanning

!! Continuum BeamContinuum Beam
SwitchingSwitching

!! Mangum,Mangum,
Emerson, &Emerson, &
Greisen Greisen (2007)(2007)
A&A 474, 679A&A 474, 679



Why OTF?Why OTF?

!! Efficiency in signal-to-noiseEfficiency in signal-to-noise

!! Efficiency in telescope motionEfficiency in telescope motion
"" Telescope dead time reducedTelescope dead time reduced..

!! Better data consistencyBetter data consistency
"" One coverage of a map field completed veryOne coverage of a map field completed very

quickly, so that calibration, pointing, weather, etc.quickly, so that calibration, pointing, weather, etc.
are more consistent.are more consistent.
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OTF Sampling IssuesOTF Sampling Issues

!! Convolution functionsConvolution functions

!! Beam broadening/noise aliasingBeam broadening/noise aliasing

!! To represent the full spatial resolutionTo represent the full spatial resolution
of the telescope, one must spatiallyof the telescope, one must spatially
sample atsample at  !/!/22DD

!! If you are going to smooth a dish ofIf you are going to smooth a dish of
diameter D to simulate observationsdiameter D to simulate observations
made with a smaller dish of diameter d,made with a smaller dish of diameter d,
the sampling interval only needs to be the sampling interval only needs to be !!
//(d+D)(d+D)



OTF Differential DopplerOTF Differential Doppler
CorrectionCorrection

!! Spectra must be fully sampled inSpectra must be fully sampled in
frequency so that the frequencyfrequency so that the frequency
axis can be axis can be resampledresampled





Observing ModesObserving Modes

!! Point-and-Shoot mappingPoint-and-Shoot mapping

!! Multi-beam noddingMulti-beam nodding

!! OTFOTF



OTF Scanning PatternsOTF Scanning Patterns

SpiralSpiral

RasterRaster

HypocycloidHypocycloid



Womack et. al. (1999)



""  OphOph

Mangum, Andre’, Bontemps (2001)



McMullin et. al. (2000)

SerpensSerpens



McMullin et. al. (2000)

SerpensSerpens



Liszt
(2001)

Sagittarius BSagittarius B

1313CO 1-0CO 1-0



J. Turner (1999)





Array Feed ConfigurationArray Feed Configuration



Array Feed ConfigurationArray Feed Configuration
IssuesIssues
!! Array Rotation Capabilities?Array Rotation Capabilities?

"" Only necessary if point-and-shoot mapping longOnly necessary if point-and-shoot mapping long
integrationintegration  science a requirement.science a requirement.

"" Array rotator on NRAO 8-Beam receiver considered aArray rotator on NRAO 8-Beam receiver considered a
design flaw (mechanically unreliable).design flaw (mechanically unreliable).

"" APEXAPEX

!! No rotator on bolometer arrays.No rotator on bolometer arrays.

!! 490 GHz spectral line array (CHAMP2) does have490 GHz spectral line array (CHAMP2) does have
rotator.rotator.



Antenna Control IssuesAntenna Control Issues

!! Scanning efficiencyScanning efficiency
"" Minimize turnaround time.Minimize turnaround time.

"" Multiple scanning patterns available.Multiple scanning patterns available.



Monitor and Control IssuesMonitor and Control Issues

!! Data dump rateData dump rate
"" Selectable to balance data volume with samplingSelectable to balance data volume with sampling

necessities.necessities.

"" Selectable scanning patternsSelectable scanning patterns  in variety ofin variety of  coordinatecoordinate
frames.frames.

"" TaggingTagging  total power samples with total power samples with ““observing intentobserving intent””
information (ON, OFF, etc.).information (ON, OFF, etc.).

"" Output to FITS format with (u,v) binary extensionOutput to FITS format with (u,v) binary extension
(formerly referred to as (formerly referred to as ““uvdatauvdata”” format) for format) for
portability to any imaging analysis package.portability to any imaging analysis package.


